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Bug Fixes 
 

Bug Fixes 

Feature  Description 

Rocket - Library  A bug where searching for a part after it was superseded was not working 
correctly has been fixed. 

ERP/ECommerce 
Integrations 

A bug where Order Management headers were not being sent in ERP 
submit cart implementations has been fixed. 

Indexing  Internal Task to clean up deleted media from solr so they stop showing in 
the Library 

Indexing  A bug where parts were not being indexed when pages were added or 
removed from a TOC has been fixed. 

Rocket - Mobile UX  A bug that was preventing users from seeing the logout link on certain 
mobile devices has been fixed. 

Rocket - Order 
Management 

A bug where users who didn't have access to Order Management were 
able to get to the Order History screen.  They will now be directed back 
to the Cart. 

Rocket - Page 
Viewer 

A bug where item numbers were not displaying in the BOM when Parts 
and superseded tags were equal has been fixed. 

Rocket - Page 
Viewer 

A bug where Part Number is not Displaying in Assembly Title of Page 
Viewer for Page Parent Assemblies has been fixed. 

Rocket - Page 
Viewer 

A bug where a part number was still visible in grid view, where the visible 
flag was not enabled has been fixed. 

Rocket - Page 
Viewer 

Bug where Rocket was not scrolling to the Part Number in the BOM when 
a callout was selected on the Illustration.  This was working in List view. 
The fix makes it work in List and Grid view.   
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Rocket - Part 
Viewer 

A bug where the contact media owner was missing from the Part Info 
screen has been fixed. 

Rocket - Part 
Viewer 

The Remarks field was removed from the Part Info screen when received 
from a ERP system.  

Rocket - Part 
Viewer 

A bug where duplicate ERP tags were displaying on the Part Info Screen 
has been fixed. 

Rocket - Printing  A bug where users were being prevented from printing Pages when Book 
Printing was disabled has been fixed. 

Rocket - 
UI/Navigation 

A bug where search results would not dynamically load and scroll after a 
filter was selected has been fixed. 

Rocket - Part 
Viewer 

A bug where ERP tags were not loading correctly has been fixed. 

 
 


